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Abstract
Projecting sea level rise (SLR) impacts requires de�ning ocean surface variability as a source of
uncertainty. We analyze data from a Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) reanalysis for the region
surrounding the main Hawaiian Islands to incorporate the ocean surface uncertainty in mapping SLR
�ood probabilities. By analyzing the ocean surface height component of the ROMS reanalysis, we create
an ocean surface reference (ORS) as a proxy for MHHW. We model the NOAA Intermediate, Intermediate-
high and High regional SLR scenarios for the years 2050 and 2100 at three �eld sites around O ahu;
Waikīkī, Hau ula, Hale iwa. We calculate a probability density function (PDF) by convolving the PDF of
water level derived from the ROMS reanalysis data with the PDF of error associated with a digital
elevation model of the study sites. The resulting joint-PDF of �ood depth allows us to create two types of
probability-based �ood projections: (1) Maps illustrating varying �ood depths for a given probability
threshold and, (2) maps illustrating varying probability for a speci�c �ood depth. We compare 80%
probability �ood projections using our ORS approach to projections using the TCARI grid, the standard
NOAA method. We highlight the importance of uncertainty and user-de�ned probability in identifying
pixels that function as tipping points distinguishing �ooding styles.

Introduction
Acceleration of global mean sea level rise (GMSLR) is likely to increase with continued global warming1,2.
Global mean sea level is projected to rise 0.44-0.76 m (SSP2-4.5) to 0.63-1.01 m (SSP5-8.5) by the end of
the century3. However, a rise approaching 2 m by 2100 and 5 m by 2150 cannot be ruled out, as there
remains deep uncertainty regarding ice sheet processes3. Recent �ndings by Weber et al.4 suggest that
accelerating mass loss from the West Antarctic ice sheet may mark the start of a retreat period that will
contribute to substantial global sea level rise (SLR) for centuries to millennia. Concerns that IPCC
modeling focus on the low end of possible outcomes5, thus detracting attention from plausible high-end
impacts, are consistent with the �ndings of Aschwanden et al.6 in the case of Greenland, and DeConto et
al.7 in the case of West Antarctica. Observations8 show accelerating ice discharge in the Amundsen Sea
sector, lending further credence to concerns about multi-meter SLR this century9. Given key uncertainties
in ice sheet mass loss10,11 and long-term responses to warming12, this issue continues to motivate
coastal communities to engage in planning for unique and demanding scenarios for which few
professionals have formal training13,14.

The local expression of SLR can differ signi�cantly from GMSLR15,16,17. In addition to vertical land
motion and spatially varying patterns of ocean heat storage, gravitational effects related to mass loss18

produce unique local and regional sea level deviations19,20,21. Additionally, present day 100-yr extreme
sea level events are projected to occur at least once a year by the end of the century, even under only
1.5°C of warming22. Because no single physical model accurately represents all major processes
contributing to SLR, Sweet et al.23 developed both global mean and local relative scenarios out to the
year 2100 that frame risk tolerance for use by planners. However, their Low and Intermediate-low
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scenarios are already exceeded by the observed acceleration of GMSLR (0.65 ± 0.12 m)1. Thus Sweet et
al.’s23 Intermediate, Intermediate-High, and High relative sea level rise (RSLR) values represent more
realistic scenarios for modeling impacts.

Low-lying elevation areas in Hawai i already �ood during extreme tides and are projected to worsen over
the next decade24,25. High water levels develop for multiple reasons, such as when eddy-like anomalies
are coincident with high background sea levels26. Under these conditions, there is greater exposure to
seasonal wave inundation27, coastal erosion28, groundwater inundation29, and drainage system
blockage30.

The most intuitive consequence of SLR is that coastal areas will �ood when ocean water travels inland
across low elevation lands or through existing waterways (i.e., hydrologically connected to the ocean)31.
So-called “bathtub” modeling using digital elevation models (DEMs) is the most common method of
depicting �ood exposure. This type of modeling neglects dynamic oceanographic processes and
therefore it has been referred to by various authors as “passive”32, “hydrostatic”33, “planar”34,
“equilibrium”35 and “static”36.

Projections of �ood probability due to SLR require an assessment of elevation uncertainty related to the
tidal surface as well as the �ooded terrain37. In the continental U.S., NOAA uses VDatum38 to estimate
tidal surface uncertainty (a numerical product representing the difference between modeled and observed
water levels). Alaska and U.S. a�liated islands, including Hawai i, use the Tidal Constituent and Residual
Interpolation method (TCARI)39. The TCARI method estimates tidal uncertainty using the difference
between an interpolated surface generated from tidal constants, local datums and residual water levels,
and tide station observations.

Here we present a new method to quantify water level variability in the ocean surface elevation using
modeled water surfaces produced by the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS; www.myroms.org)40.
We compare our results to the TCARI method at three locations on the island of O ahu (Figure 1). The
Paci�c Islands Ocean Observing System (PacIOOS; https://pacioos.org/) has produced a reanalysis of
oceanographic conditions including water level variability around the Hawaiian Islands41. The PacIOOS
reanalysis assimilates all available oceanographic observations over the 10-year period 2007-2017. We
use this product, here named an ocean reference surface (ORS), as a source of virtual tidal stations
(individual pixels near the coast) with which we de�ne tidal uncertainty for the waters around O ahu. We
validate this methodology using tide stations in the NOAA network.

We produce probability density functions (PDFs) for the modeled daily high-water levels and the DEM
uncertainty to develop probabilistic estimates of �ood-depth under scenarios of SLR. Our products are
depicted in the form of geographic information systems (GIS) map layers that can be posted to a public
website for use by government and other stakeholders in developing adaptation plans.

http://www.myroms.org/
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Methods
We model RSLR exposure on O ahu under the Intermediate, Intermediate-high, and High scenarios of
Sweet et al.23 for the years 2050 and 2100. Hydrologically connected locations exposed to marine
overland �ow, and topographically isolated locations vulnerable to groundwater inundation43, are
depicted relative to an ORS that is a proxy for Mean Higher High Water (MHHW). We convolve a
distribution of the daily highest water level provided by the PacIOOS ROMS reanalysis, with a Gaussian
distribution of terrain elevation based on the DEM elevation and associated errors, to produce a �ood-
depth probability distribution. The convolution is solved numerically for each pixel using python 3.5. The
result is a PDF of �ood-depth for each pixel of the DEM. This allows us to produce two types of
probability-based �ood maps, one that shows the range of depths at a �xed probability of �ooding, and
one that shows the range of probabilities at a �xed �ood-depth. Each step of our methodology is
described in more detail below.

Ocean Reference Surface (ORS). To de�ne an ORS that is a proxy for MHHW, we analyze a 10-year ocean
reanalysis for the region surrounding the main Hawaiian Islands41 available from the Paci�c Islands
Ocean Observing System (PacIOOS; https://pacioos.org/). The reanalysis was performed by Powell et
al.41 using ROMS v3.6 with a 4-D variational data assimilation that included sea surface temperature,
salinity, height anomalies, surface velocity, and depth pro�les of temperature and salinity. The output
consists of 3-hourly data, at a spatial resolution of approximately 4 km.

To validate our approach, we analyzed the ROMS ocean surface height component for the location
closest to the Honolulu Tidal Station (NOAA #1612340) and compared it to the Honolulu tide station
data44. To match the datum of the DEM, we normalize each pixel’s reanalysis data to mean sea level
(MSL) by subtracting every surface height value from an average of the entire dataset. Since we are
interested in identifying �ood under mean higher high tide conditions, we scanned the ROMS reanalysis
data for daily highest sea level using a 24-hour window and did the same for the tidal station data over
the same period (2007-2017) and at the same sampling interval (3hr) as the ROMS reanalysis. It is
important to note that this time frame differs from the NOAA tidal epoch (1983-2001).

Digital Elevation Model (DEM). A DEM representing the topographic elevation of the local terrain is
provided by the NOAA Digital Coast program (https://coast.noaa.gov/slrdata). Elevation data was derived
from multiple LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) measurements collected on the island of O ahu in
2013 by the Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry Technical Center of Expertise. The DEM is a hydro-�attened,
bare-earth product referenced to local MSL with a horizontal resolution of 3 m and a vegetated vertical
accuracy (VVA) of 0.268 m (Digital Coast Metadata). The value of the VVA is greater than the vertical
accuracy value of the bare-earth DEM. We use VVA as the uncertainty (standard deviation) in DEM
elevations, in conformity with the NOAA Sea Level Rise Viewer methodology, to obtain more conservative
results.
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Hydrologically Connected vs Topographically Isolated. Following the methods in Anderson et al.32, we
assume that the groundwater level near the coast is equal to predicted tidal heights. Modeling by Habel et
al.43 con�rms that groundwater level at high tide in Honolulu can be represented by the passive MHHW
surface. In depicting �ooding related to RSLR, we use the ORS as a proxy for MHHW and de�ne �ooded
areas as those that probabilistically fall below our reference surface. We then label pixels as either: (1)
hydrologically connected to the ocean, or (2) topographically isolated (no hydrologic connection to the
ocean) under the assumption that topographically isolated �ooded pixels are potentially �ooded by
groundwater inundation.

RSLR Scenario Mapping. Sweet et al.23 provide sea level rise scenarios used by planners according to
risk. They corrected each scenario to re�ect the changing in�uences of gravity, earth spin, and vertical
land motion at the network of U.S. tide stations23. Decadal values of SLR, provide a temporal framework
for each scenario. To simulate a rise in sea level, we: 1) create a PDF of future daily high water levels by
adding the desired SLR increment to the PDF of the current daily higher high water levels as de�ned in the
ORS, then; 2) we create a PDF of terrain elevation at each DEM pixel as a gaussian distribution where the
mean is the DEM elevation and the standard deviation is the VVA of the DEM, next; 3) we calculate the
PDF of �ood depth at each pixel by numerically convolving the PDF of water level with the PDF of the
DEM multiplied by (-1). Note: the PDF of the sum of two independent random variables is the convolution
of the two individual PDFs. Thus, PDF (water level – DEM) = CONV [PDF (water level), PDF (-DEM)]. From
this we derive a cumulative density function (CDF) to make two types of maps; a map of �ood-depth at a
speci�ed probability level, and, a map of the probability of exceeding a speci�c �ood-depth (Figure 2).

To summarize the difference in the amount of �ooded area between TCARI and ROMS methodologies, we
calculated the percent difference of �ooded pixels while distinguishing between �ooding styles
(hydrologically connected vs topographically isolated). Note: percent difference = (TCARI area – ROMS
area)/((TCARI area + ROMS area)/2). This was done for each study site and for all NOAA RSLR
scenarios. Finally, we averaged percentages for each �ooding style across the study sites for 2050 and
2100.

Probability of Flood-depth (Figure 2a). Maps that depict �ood-depth range at a speci�c probability under
an assumed RSLR scenario (1.19 m by 2100, Intermediate scenario23), are built using chosen probability
values (e.g., 20%, 80%, 90%) and matching depths from the CDF of each pixel. Maps are color coded to
highlight 0.3 m depth increments for the given RSLR scenario, as well as to identify hydrologically
connected vs. topographically isolated pixels. These provide depictions of �ood-depths for a given
probability at a given sea level rise, that are useful for engineering and architectural project design.

Probability of Flooding (Figure 2b). Maps that depict the probability of �ooding under a given sea level
rise �ood depth, are similarly derived using the CDF of individual pixels. Here, color coding reveals
probability rather than depth. The entire map depicts the probability of any �ooding at all under a �xed
amount of sea level rise, in this case 1.19 m by 2100 (Intermediate scenario23). These maps are also
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useful for engineering and architectural projects, especially where the probability of a speci�c �ood-depth
is a critical design parameter, such as in transportation planning45.

Results
Following, we discuss the results of validating the ROMS water level distribution, comparisons of TCARI
and ROMS �ooding, and construction of �ood probability maps. We simulated RSLR �ooding in 2050
and 2100 for three areas on the island of O ahu: 1) Waikīkī (south shore), 2) Hau ula (east shore), 3)
Hale iwa (north shore), using Intermediate, Intermediate-High and High scenarios provided by Sweet et
al.23 for the Honolulu tide station. For each area, we produced �ood maps illustrating daily higher high
water �ooding at least 80% probability for a given scenario using TCARI and ROMS methods. We average
differences in the �ooded-pixel count for each method as well as for the speci�c cases of hydrologically
connected and topographically isolated locations (Table 1). Figure 3 illustrates these differences in the
case of the Waikīkī study area. Lastly, we present the results of developing probability maps for our three
study areas using the ROMS method.

Validation of daily high-water distribution. PacIOOS serves the ROMS reanalysis dataset as a regional
pixel network with 4 km resolution. We treat the pixel closest to the Honolulu tidal station as a virtual tide
gauge and derive a MHHW proxy of 0.296 ± 0.115 m above MSL. As a validation step, we subsample
Honolulu tide station observations to exactly match the ROMS reanalysis timeframe and derived a value
of 0.304 ± 0.108 m above MSL. A visual comparison of the distributions of daily higher high water from
the NOAA tidal station and the ROMS reanalysis is provided in Figure 4.

TCARI vs ROMS probability mapping. As RSLR increases, the land area that shows at least an 80%
probability of �ooding extends inland from the shoreline and over�ows waterway embankments.
Flooding in topographically isolated areas expands and quickly joins with widening areas of marine
�ooding. Averaging the �ooded-pixel count in all three study sites under all NOAA scenarios using the
ROMS method reveals that �ooding expands from 1.5% of the total mapped area in 2050 to 37.7% by the
end of the century. The TCARI method yields similar results with �ooded areas expanding from 1.73–
39.6% between 2050 and 2100. However, there are differences in �ood extent and style when comparing
the two methods. In general, the TCARI method projects greater �ooding than the ROMS method. Areas of
difference, typically due to greater TCARI �ooding, tend to surround areas of agreement (as a “fringe” that
expands �ooding).

The style of �ooding will vary depending on the terrain and the amount of RSLR. For instance, in the
Waikīkī study area, with a RSLR of 0.75 m by 2050 (NOAA High scenario), projected �ooding is largely
con�ned to topographically isolated locations, and is not the result of overland marine �ow. However, by
2100, under the NOAA Intermediate scenario (1.19 m), the situation changes and hydrologically
connected, and topographically isolated areas display similar amounts of �ooding (Figure 3). Under
Intermediate-High and High scenarios, hydrologically connected inundation is dominant.
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Table 1
Average across all study sites of percent difference in �ood area between the ROMS and TCARI

approaches, for three NOAA regional sea level scenarios (Honolulu tide station), in the years 2050 and
2100.

RSLR
Scenarios

2050 RSLR
Scenarios

2100

hydro
connected

topo
isolated

total hydro
connected

topo
isolated

total

Intermediate

(40 cm)

28.35% 51.26% 28.24% Intermediate

(119 cm)

17.93% 20.66% 19.15%

Intermediate
High (57 cm)

5.84% 21.59% 10.94% Intermediate

High (193
cm)

5.77% 19.21% 6.03%

High (75 cm) 17.81% 19.67% 17.97% High (270
cm)

2.96% 14.17% 2.49%

TCARI vs. ROMS �ood area difference. Table 1 compares TCARI and ROMS �ood projections. Expressed
as a percent difference in �ood area, we �nd signi�cant disagreement in both total �ood area, as well as
the type of �ooding (hydrologically connected vs. topographically isolated). The largest disagreement in
total �ood area is found in the Intermediate scenario where the two methods differ by 28.24% in 2050
and 19.15% in 2100. It is notable that in 2050 there is a 51.26% difference under the Intermediate
scenario for �ooding at topographically isolated locations. Strong agreement is found however, in
projecting the �ooding of hydrologically connected areas under the Intermediate-High scenario for 2050
(5.84%) and for 2100 (5.77%). Overall, the strongest agreement in �ood projections is found under the
High scenario in 2100 where the two methods differ by only 2.96% for hydrologically connected areas
and 2.49% in total �ood area.

Discussion
Using a ROMS reanalysis containing ocean level variability data, we de�ne a reference surface that
serves as a valid proxy for MHHW. We apply this proxy in producing SLR �ood probability maps
distinguishing direct marine overland �ow from topographically isolated �ooding. Our results show that
when comparing our model products with �ood maps produced using the TCARI method, signi�cant
differences are found under NOAA RSLR scenarios for 2050 and 2100. The �ood maps reveal several
features that are critical to appropriate interpretation and application of these products. These are
discussed below.

Disagreement. Analyzing the TCARI and ORS model products highlights a difference pattern in the form
of a “fringe” surrounding �ood projections where the two methods otherwise agree. We �nd that the
fringe zone is typically a TCARI product. That is, the ROMS method in general projects less �ooding than
the TCARI method.
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As shown in Figure 4, this disagreement re�ects a difference in the shape and location of the probability
distributions of the ORS and TCARI products. The TCARI tidal distribution has a tighter spread and it is
shifted right compared to the ROMS distribution. This shift represents a departure from the NOAA tide
station observations of water level variability and creates an increase of at least 0.03 m in mean �ood
height. As a result, the TCARI method projects increased �ooding compared to the ORS method. Figure 4
also reveals that the daily high-water values near the mean occur more often in the TCARI distribution
than in the ROMS and NOAA distributions and consequently a tighter CDF after the convolution.

Figure 5 illustrates how the spread of the CDF will determine the inundation probability value for a given
pixel. When selecting the value that corresponds to any �ooding at all (>0 m �ood-depth) the probability
will be lower when the spread is larger (Note: (a) = 1-0.27 = 0.73 < (b) = 1-0.18 = 0.82). Thus, if we were to
map �ooding with a probability of at least 80%, CDF (a) would select the hypothetical pixel shown in
Figure 5. Whereas CDF (b) would not, and would therefore generate a fringe.

Figure 4. Probability density functions of daily highest high-water variability as obtained from the NOAA
tide station in Honolulu Harbor, the ROMS Reanalysis, and a normal distribution of the mean of daily
higher high water from the TCARI tidal surface. Vertical lines correspond to the mean of the respective
distributions.

Figure 5. Comparison of two CDFs with the same mean but different �ood depth spread. The �gure
illustrates how a broader spread results in a lower probability for corresponding �ood depths.

Flood Patterns. The distinction between marine overland �ooding and groundwater �ooding hinges on
whether a �ooded area is directly connected to the ocean. The difference may be determined by a single
pixel that allows for a region identi�ed by ROMS as topographically isolated, to be mapped by the TCARI
method as �ooded by marine overland �ow. Given the difference in the probability distributions of the
TCARI and ROMS data, there is signi�cant opportunity for this to occur. Single pixels or a small group of
pixels can connect otherwise isolated areas and may serve as tipping points or �ood pathways that open
areas to �ooding by marine overland �ow. The differences that result may actually be physically
meaningless as these low-lying inland areas will likely �ood anyway, if not by marine overland �ow, then
by groundwater inundation.

Roads. Roads may be �ood conduits or barriers to �ooding depending on engineering style. This needs to
be recognized when considering adaptation plans. On one hand, when roads are located near the
shoreline at low elevations, they may function as waterways. A good example of this is shown in Figure 3
where roads that branch out from the Ala Wai Canal are seen to channelize marine overland �ow and
promote �ooding farther inland. In addition, low elevation roads may connect low-lying areas that might
otherwise not experience direct marine �ooding. On the other hand, raised embanked roads prevent
overland �ow, potentially creating areas of topographically isolated stagnant water. Additionally, they
could interfere or eliminate tide and wave driven circulation that would eventually become important in
maintaining water quality given the essentially permanent nature of sea level rise3. Embankments may
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also direct �ooding to otherwise dry land parcels. It is important to note that topographic barriers to direct
marine �ooding such as embanked roads, sea walls, and other structures fail to prevent storm drain
back�ow and groundwater inundation. As such, models that depict the impacts of sea level rise must
include all relevant �ood sources30.

Topographically isolated locations. Topographically low-lying areas may be �ooded by groundwater
inundation or storm drain back�ow. These areas need to be clearly identi�ed in �ood projections in order
for engineers and planners to �nd solutions to groundwater-�ooding-speci�c adaptations and design
resilient future communities.

King tides. The hydrostatic projections presented in this study do not include dynamic ocean processes
such as wave overtopping, coastal erosion, or other physical oceanographic processes. However, they are
useful for visualization of extreme tide impacts. For instance, Thompson et al.25 projects that by
midcentury, coastal sites will see a dramatic increase in king tide frequency. Additionally, under the NOAA
Intermediate scenario, global mean sea level is projected to reach 0.3 m by 205023. A hydrostatic map
depicting 0.6 m of �ooding is useful for illustrating a 0.3 m king tide on top of the 0.3 m SLR projection.

Probability-based maps. Flood-depth and probability can both be used as thresholds depending on the
user’s objective and the situation that is being analyzed. Some scientists tend to prefer probability values
that correspond to standard deviations in a normal distribution (e.x., 68%, 95%, 99.7%). Similar values
were used by Mastrandea et al.46 when developing the IPCC AR5 likelihood scale. Other professional
�elds might prefer different values as thresholds when determining risk, exposure, vulnerability, and other
criteria. For instance, NOAA uses 20% and 80% as the con�dence bounds of their �ood mapping
methodology47. However, the NOAA Sea Level Rise viewer main maps do not make the level of
con�dence immediately visible. In addition, the �ooded areas are displayed with blue shades but there is
no �ood-depth value associated with the colors. Although there is uncertainty associated with this type of
mapping, the lack of �ood-depth values leaves users, especially the ones with publicly facing adaptation
projects, with poor understanding of potential damage related to �ood depth. For instance, a 15 cm �ood,
which can be associated with a king tide event, would be a critical threshold for transportation
engineering as it is considered likely to stall small vehicles48. However, a 15 cm temporary �ood in open
spaces or recreational areas might not be a reason to trigger expensive and disruptive adaptation efforts.

Probability of �ooding and �ood depth values are essential to provide map users with a perspective of
the severity of the �ooding. User-de�ned probabilistic �ood maps have the potential to open a new world
of adaptation efforts. Therefore, although it may prove di�cult to implement, interactive websites that
allow users to access GIS layers by choosing probability or �ood-depth values should be developed. This
is especially enticing given that similar information is already available (e.g., NOAA SLR Viewer, PacIOOS
SLR Viewer), it just needs to be recon�gured in a user-friendly form.

Conclusion
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In this study we have introduced a new methodology for generating �ood maps. We use data from a
Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) reanalysis to add the uncertainty of ocean surface height to
the uncertainty related to the DEM of the terrain. We use this approach to model three NOAA RSLR
scenarios23. We selected a probability value of 80% to match that of the NOAA Sea Level Rise Con�dence
Mapping to analyze the differences between the two methodologies.

We found that there are signi�cant differences between the results of the two mapping methodologies,
which arise due to the location and shape of the TCARI sea level distribution. We have found that
generally the use of ROMS reanalysis data tend to generate a smaller footprint than the TCARI method.
The use of ROMS allows us to account for the uncertainty of a tidal surface utilizing the distribution of
daily higher high water. As seen in Figure 4, the distributions of daily higher high water (both from the
NOAA tidal station and ROMS) are not normal, therefore it is a more realistic representation of daily water
variability than a distribution of the mean (TCARI).

Visualizing differences between the ROMS and TCARI methods reveals the importance of single pixels (or
groups of pixels) that create a direct connection to the ocean in otherwise topographically isolated areas.
Distinguishing between the �ood styles is crucial as it will dictate the most appropriate adaptation
measures to create a resilient community.

The probability value chosen to project �ooding may play a crucial role in adaptation decisions.
Probability values not only change the extent of �ooding but also dictate when areas will be categorized
as topographically isolated or hydrologically connected. Because of this, it is important to provide a user
with a choice of probability values and �ood-depth thresholds that are most meaningful to their goals.
Internet map servers depicting �ood exposure should be recon�gured to provide a range of user-de�ned
values in order to optimize SLR adaptation and management decisions.

The range of probability values provided through our method can be assigned as standards to speci�c
types of assets based on their economic value, social role, or other criteria. For assets of greater value
that when �ooded impose a larger impact on a community, decision makers should prefer a smaller
probability value. Although it might be counter intuitive, a smaller probability value will result in a larger
area of projected inundation and therefore a more conservative approach to policy development and
decision-making. Put in perspective, areas of at least 80% probability of �ooding are surrounded by areas
of at least 20% probability of staying dry. Whereas areas of at least 20% probability of �ooding area
surrounded by areas of at least 80% probability of staying dry.

This study shows that ROMS reanalysis data may be used for projecting SLR �ood extent. Other coastal
communities can make use of ROMS reanalysis data in areas with sparse tidal observation and when
VDatum is not available.
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The data used in this study is available from the groups in the text or in citations. Other intermediate
products are available upon request to npaoakan@hawaii.edu.
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Figure 1

Location of study areas on the island of O ahu, Hawai i. Modi�ed from: Fletcher, Mullane and
Richmond42. Reproduced with permission from the Coastal Education and Research Foundation, Inc.
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Figure 2

Location of study areas on the island of O ahu, Hawai i. Modi�ed from: Fletcher, Mullane and
Richmond42. Reproduced with permission from the Coastal Education and Research Foundation, Inc.

Figure 3

Waikīkī, RSLR �ooding by 2100 (Intermediate scenario, 1.19 m) as projected using TCARI and ROMS
methods. A) Hydrologically connected, B) Topographically isolated; black - area of difference, gray - area
of agreement. 
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Figure 4

Probability density functions of daily highest high-water variability as obtained from the NOAA tide
station in Honolulu Harbor, the ROMS Reanalysis, and a normal distribution of the mean of daily higher
high water from the TCARI tidal surface. Vertical lines correspond to the mean of the respective
distributions.
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Figure 5

Comparison of two CDFs with the same mean but different �ood depth spread. The �gure illustrates how
a broader spread results in a lower probability for corresponding �ood depths.


